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MADE IN THE NETHERLANDS,
DESIGNED TO YOUR PERSONAL WISHES…

E6

Dimensions
Length overall		
19.95 m (65ft)
Beam		
5.40 m (17ft 8in)
Draft 		
1.50 m (4ft 7in)
Fuel capacity		
5,000 l (1,320 US Gal)
Water capacity
1,200 l (320 US Gal)
Engine 		
Volvo Penta D13 – 900 hp / 670 kW
Speed 		
22-knots (max)

Comfort
without
compromise

Two levels – one staircase

outside | large aft deck with comfortable wide walk around, all on equal level. Large
integrated storage for two full size (electric) bicycles and all fenders.

Top level | Luxury living area for at least 12 people with panoramic view all around. Double
luxurious helm position with two fully adjustable, gas sprung, leather seats.

Lower level | Three separated state rooms with ensuite bathrooms, a full beam lower
salon and a huge and luxurious galley, equipped with full size Miele appliances. The galley’s
luxurious work tops are larger than the ones found in most high class houses.
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Comfort is one of the principle values of the Elling E6. The extremely well insulated Engine room in combination
with the flexible mounted drive train, ensures best in class noise and vibration level when cruising at 16 knots. The
well insulated hull and deck with the thermal double glazing ensures consistency of climate throughout the vessel.
The window frames are equipped with a cold bridge barrier (Thermo – break technology), in order to eliminate
any condensation.
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Should the weather
allow…

When the night comes…

... you can automatically even open
and close the huge slide roof at
the flick of a switch. This converts
the upper saloon into a sun drench
open area, comparable with a fly
bridge, but still with luxury seating
and all the comfort of an interior
living area.

... you can enjoy the peace and quiet that the Elling E6 provides. The three state rooms in the Elling E6 are
completely separate. Each state room offers full privacy with its own personalized luxurious layout and fittings.
Thanks to the large capacity of the Li-Ion battery banks and the Elling E6 innovative power management systems,
it is unlikely that you will be disturbed in the night by an auto starting generator. The Kevlar reinforced hull
provides a noise cancelling barrier in order to ensure a good night rest without the slip-slopping noise of rippling
water against the hull, yet again providing “best in class” results.

Toys and must haves
On deck there is enough storage
space for those must have
necessities that are required in
today’s times such as, bicycles,
inflatables, paddle boards, sun
loungers and deck chairs to list
but a few! The dinghy garage is
configured to carry the Williams
325 Jet boat as standard
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The World
is just
enough…

The giant Range of the Elling E6 means that you are able to go almost anywhere in the world.
But even at a cruising speed of 15 knots, your range is still 1000 nautical miles. This means
that you can reach for instance Iceland from Amsterdam on one tank in only three day trips
without refueling.
But maybe more important : Everyone knows that refueling during the season in most
popular areas can be a nightmare with waiting queues of several hours. With the 5,000 liters of
fuel capacity, most people can do the whole season with only one tank filling.

fuel consumption in litres / Mile
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Circumnavigate
the World with the Elling E6
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With her 2,500 Nautical Miles range at 9 knots, the Elling E6 is easily Transatlantic. The high comfort level on
board under almost all climate conditions makes the Elling E6 a fantastic full time live aboard vessel. The limited
height of the E6 makes her also perfectly fit for interesting trips such as “The Great Loop” in the USA.
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Imagine...
just relax and enjoy the
company of good friends
or family on a day trip
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You can
choose for
the hardtop
Bimini if the sun
might be too
much for you

The optional
aft deck
winches for
easy stern
to mooring

Any color you like

Life is beautiful… Enjoy it to the max… But minimize the risk
The Elling E6 is one of the safest boats in her class. The safety features on the E6 go beyond the existing
international standards for pleasure craft:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Kevlar reinforced hull
CE Category A (Ocean)
Self-righting, just like a life boat
Spare get home engine with separate fuel tank
Possibility to outrun bad weather conditions
Sturdy 3 ft high railings all around
Watertight bulkhead in front

Please compare
Unlike most explorer yachts, the Elling E6 has no obscured vision from the helm, but a free 360° view all around.
The E6 offers also the possibility to outrun fast approaching bad weather conditions, thanks to her maximum
speed of 22 knots and the E6 is stable enough to continue the journey, even in the occasion when the stabilizer
would fail.
But also the limitations of most fast cruisers are tackled head on by the class leading ocean going Elling E6: The
huge 2.500 Nautical miles range at a decent speed of 9 knots, the great directional stability at low speed and a
noise level of not more that 70 dBa at 20 knots.
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Custom Built
With her long history and experience, Elling has the flexibility and craftmanship to adapt the interior as well as
parts of the exterior to your own personal wishes.
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Less is
more…

Navigating
together
at the helm

Thanks to modern technology, we can provide all the functionality, luxury and comfort of a
superyacht in a 65 feet boat that can easily be handled by yourself without the necessity of a
crew. Even rinsing the boat after a salty boat ride is an easy job. The good accessibility of the
single engine makes the daily checkup a matter of minutes. The well arranged dashboard gives
you in an eyewink all the information about, battery condition, tank levels, fuel consumption
etcetera.

Less…
fuel consumption
noise and vibration
maintenance costs
risk factors
shore power
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More…
Interior space
Storage space
Range
Vision
Pleasure…
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Imagine…
Crossing the
Atlantic Ocean in
merely ten days

www.elling-yachting.com
info@neptunemarine.com
Veerdam 1
NL-5308 JH Aalst | The Netherlands
+31(0) 418 673 103

